
      Newport Harbor 

      Friday, 24 July 

My dearest Loulie,  

 I telegraphed you yesterday evening & hope you received it in good time this morning & 

that you have no anxiety.  I suppose it may amuse you a little [text illegible] of the trip for which 

I [?] made – such an early start.  All were ready to start at half past four & as I judged from the 

appearance of the sky that we would have North west winds and the weather – I decided to go by 

sea instead of by sound.  We had hardly passed Coney Island before the wind came out North 

East & by the time we reached Fire Island was increased to a fresh wind with occasional vicious 

[text faded] that whistled loudly through our ropes & riggings & the sea kept increasing & I 

began really to fear that we had fallen into the ill luck of a coursing NE gale – a rare thing in July 

-- & in fact if the sky had become threatening and cloudy I should have felt seriously [text faded] 

to turn back.  We passed Fire Island at 9 oclock [sic] (45 miles) & continued to about 11 oclock 

[sic] the wind and sea increasing still & we [text obscured] 80 miles to Montauk & no land in all 

that distance.  I had almost made up my mind to return to Fire Island; but soon after this the wind 

began to flag & by 2 oclock [sic] we were off [Shimmercock?] light with beautiful weather & 

wind almost dead [?].  Here we were detained 2 hours, our coal being so bad we had to clean out 

the furnace & build a new fire & finally we reached Montauk 120 miles at 7 [?] of 5 when we 

might have been but for the dirty coal.    

 We rounded Montauk and with its beautiful little bay [text faded] locked with pretty high 

hills looked a little like some of the English downs on the sea coast – in fact the sea coast at 

Montauk is exceedingly pretty & I have no doubt that some day it will be a famous watering 

place.  We came to anchor about sunset with a beautiful view of Gardners Island & the mouth of 

the sound & the far off shore of Connecticut just visible on the Northern horizon & all in a rich 

[?] glow of the setting sun.  So after all we had a lovely trip & Col. Thompson was a very funny 

and agreeable companion & Dick was as deft and useful as could be desired with one serious 

draw back that all our cooked provisions had a disagreeable flavor & I beg [one?] to wonder if 

any task had gone astray or what it [?].  I ate little breakfast dinner or tea – all the better for me 

no doubt.  I suppose that the same [imp?] that spoiled your mustard played a trick on our salt for 

yesterday.  I [?] found that only those things tasted right that had some – so I [?] the source the 

evil & now we were all right on that point.  Yesterday we all “turned out” late & the place was so 

cool & lovely & the sea so lovely that we we[re] to get [?] & only did so at 11:15.  All we [text 

faded] here & came to anchor among a lot of yachts at 3:15 [text faded] a beautiful trip.  Now  
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comes a less agreeable account – Col. Thompson was horribly burnt & yesterday he began to 

fear [Enyupelus?] setting in – to which he is inclined & which he once before had from a similar 

case & this morning his face & hands are so swollen that he is hardly recognizable.  I felt uneasy 

lest I should have a sick man on my hands on my little [?] so I got him to go ashore & see the Dr. 

& he has not returned with a confirmation of our fears that it is clear [Enyupelus?] & that he 

must get to NY & he leaves tonight by the steamer & I am by myself but feel relief I confess as it 

would be best for both of us if he should be ill.  I think I will write to Uncle Edward & ask him 

to send Uncle Will Buchanan to me – he is fond of this. 

 I went up to the Ocean House yesterday evening & listened to the Birds – there are but 

few people but another ten days will see the rush begin.  Mr. Lowell’s yacht is anchored near me 

& we have exchanged visits.  I cannot tell yet if we will have our trial as [?] [?] he wants to leave 

for NY tomorrow. 

 It is and has been [?] cool ever since I left & I sleep under blankets. 

 I trust my dear wife you and dear baby continue well – do write to me good long letters 

full of gossip if you choose – but good long ones. 

 Kiss dear baby & warmest regards to all. 

      Your loving husband 

       JBH                                                                                                                                                                                                     
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